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Enclosed gas analyzer with short intake tube is a blend of a traditional long-tube closed-path 

design and a traditional open-path design. Analogous to closed-path, the enclosed design leads to 

minimal data loss during precipitation events and icing, and it does not have surface heating 

issues. Analogous to the open-path design, the enclosed design has good frequency response due 

to the short intake tube, does not require frequent calibration, needs minimal maintenance, and 

could be low power when used with short intake tube.  

In addition to these advantages, enclosed design could provide measurement of  fast mixing 

ratio, or dry mole fraction, because native density measurements can be converted to mixing 

ratio units using fast measurements of temperature, water vapor and pressure inside the sampling 

cell. Fast mixing ratio implies that the thermal expansion and water dilution of the sampled air 

have been accounted for in such a conversion. Thus, no density corrections are required to 

compute fluxes when the fast mixing ratio is used. 

Such a way of calculating fluxes has been used frequently with traditional closed-path analyzers 

(e.g., LI-6262 and LI-7000), because fast fluctuations in the air temperature of the sample were 

attenuated in the long intake tube, and because water vapor was simultaneously measured and 

dry mole fraction was output from the instrument. In an enclosed design, such as the LI-7200 

used with short tube, most but not all of the fast temperature fluctuations are attenuated, so 

calculating fluxes using the mixing ratio output of such an instrument requires validation. 

The CO2 and H2O Eddy Covariance fluxes of from eight experiments with new LI-7200 enclosed 

analyzer were examined here: five deployments of the Ameriflux Roving Intercomparison 

Station in California, Arizona, New Mexico and Oregon; one deployment at a USDA flux site in 

Arizona; and two deployments at the LI-COR flux test facility in Nebraska. Fluxes were 

computed in two ways: (i) via the traditional way using the density corrections, and (ii) via a 

mixing ratio output from the instrument without applying the density corrections. 

The results of these comparisons have important implications for future gas flux measurements, 

because avoiding half-hourly or hourly density corrections could help to minimize at least two 

kinds of uncertainties: (i) the uncertainties associated with correcting the product of fast 

covariances of gas density using sensible and latent heat flux calculated over half-hour or an 

hour; and (ii) the uncertainties in the magnitudes of the sensible and latent heat fluxes used in 

correcting gas flux. 
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When used alongside fast measurements of sample air temperature, water vapor and pressure, 

fluxes could be computed from raw covariance of mixing ratio and vertical wind speed, 

multiplied by a frequency response correction. There are some unknowns associated with the 

latter, especially when applied to mixing ratio, and primarily related to tube attenuation. It is 

because the related functions, parameters and coefficients for the correction were originally 

developed and tested using gas density and not mixing ratio, so  caution should be used in this 

step of the flux data processing. However, such unknowns did not seem to significantly affect 

resulted fluxes at the studied sites. 

The absence of a need for density corrections in the flux calculations using mixing ratio brings 

the advantages of increased flux measurement quality and temporal resolution, and may reduce 

the magnitude of minimum detectable flux.  
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Hydraulic limitations are known to control transpiration in forest ecosystems when the soil is 
drying or when the vapor pressure deficit between the air and stomata (VPD) is very large, but 
they can also impact stomatal apertures under conditions of adequate soil moisture and lower 
evaporative demand. We calculated stomatal conductance from 2007-2010 using eddy-flux, 
meteorological and soil data at two forest sites in the University of Michigan Biological Station.  

The Finite-Elements Tree-Crown Hydrodynamics model (FETCH)[1], simulates water flow 
through the tree as a simplified system of porous media conduits. It explicitly resolves 
spatiotemporal hydraulic stresses throughout the tree’s hydraulic system that cannot be easily 
represented using other stomatal-conductance models. By enabling mechanistic simulation of the 
effects of hydrological structural traits on stomata conductance, FETCH modeling system 
enhance our understanding of the role of forest structure, growth and disturbance history in 
determining the tradeoffs between water and light in forest ecosystems. Though FETCH can 
simulate highly resolved individual tree structures, to the branch level, a simplified version of 
FETCH can rapidly represent a full forest patch using a small number of representative size/type 
trees. This type of simulation can be readily incorporated in a land-surface model, to dynamically 
resolve the effects of hydrodynamic stresses at short (minutes-hours) and long (days-seasons) 
time scales.  

We compare two sites – the Forest-Accelerated-Succession site (FASET) and its control plot, 
at the footprint of an Ameriflux tower. The FASET experiment simulates the transition from 
late-mid successional forest, dominated by tall and relatively uniform canopy of aspen and birch, 
to a heterogeneous late-successional mixed deciduous forest. The treatment occurred in 2008, 
and canopy structure has been drastically modified since then. The FASET canopy is, on 
average, shorter, more open and more heterogeneous. We conducted FETCH simulations using 
simplified branch-scale tree structures of 3 contrasting trees of different sizes and species. By 
comparing the simulation results with eddy-flux observations we identified periods where 
stomatal conductance was lower than projected for a particular set of conditions. These periods 
were identified at two different time scales – short-term, intra-daily stresses that are typical for 
early afternoons in high light conditions and longer stress periods where the soil is dryer than 
usual.  
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FIGURE 1. Mean daily dynamics of model-observation error in simulation of evapotranspiration. A 
multi-layered turbulence closure and flux model (Bohrer et al 2005) was parameterized to predict the 
latent heat flux based on observed 30 minutes atmospheric forcing, over 4 growth seasons in UMBS, from 
2007 (a drought year) to 2010 (a wet year). It matched the daily-mean evapotranspiration rates very well 
but has a typical diurnal pattern of error, with an over estimation of post-noon flux, compensated by 
underestimation of pre-noon flux. The results of the tree-hydrodynamic model (FETCH) indicate that this 
pattern of error is a result of hydrodynamic stress at the early afternoon, a process that is not currently 
represented in transpiration models.  
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Ecosystem-atmosphere exchanges of carbon and water are controlled by a variety of processes. 

Two issues complicate the quantification of the involved environmental controls: First, different 

response times of the relevant processes induce variability on different time scales. Second, 

biogeochemical processes are often coupled though complex interactions. To achieve a profound 

understanding of ecosystem-atmosphere exchanges we need methods capable to identify the role 

of major response mechanisms without being affected by confounding factors. In a recent study 

[1], we designed a methodology to retrieve parametric diagnostics of ecosystem-atmosphere 

controls that explicitly addresses their variability on specific time scales. The “scale dependent 

parameter estimation” (SCAPE) allows us to estimate short term temperature sensitivities of CO2 

effluxes from the ecosystem when processes act on different time scales, i.e. the method removes 

seasonally confounding effects induced. We applied the analysis to 60 FLUXNET sites and 

approximated the sensitivity of terrestrial ecosystem respiration to air temperature (Q10, sc). 

Contrary to previous findings, our results suggest that the temperature sensitivity is largely 

independent of mean annual temperature, does not differ among biomes, and is confined to a 

very narrow range. Moreover, SCAPE directly unravels the time-lagged effects of 

photosynthesis on respiration – these patterns are, however, highly variable among sites. Overall, 

the results in [1] may partly explain a less pronounced climate–carbon cycle feedback than 

suggested by current carbon cycle climate models.  

In this talk we critically discuss the potential and pitfalls [2, 3] of this new method based on new 

results from an in depth analysis of multiple soil respiration time series. More importantly, we 

give an outlook on how the SCAPE concept can be used to scrutinize climate-biogeochemical-



cycle relations such as the climate-carbon-cycle feedback on multiple time-scales, and the 

parameterization of more complex models. 
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Particulate atmospheric deposition is known to replenish the nutrient pool of Mediterranean 
and Tropical forest ecosystems [1, 2], but its contribution to temperate forest ecosystems 
remains largely unclear until now. To close that gap, we quantified the rates of particulate 
atmospheric deposition within and below the canopy of a beech forest located at Montiers-
sur-Saulx, North-East of France, to assess their contribution to the nutrient cycles of 
temperate forests growing on acidic soils. Since April 2010, particulate atmospheric 
deposition was continuously collected and sampled every four weeks below the canopy. 
Throughfall and stemflow fluxes were collected using samplers specifically adapted to the 
collection of particulate atmospheric bulk deposition, during rainfalls or dry weather. An 
aliquot of rainwater was saved for chemical analyses. After 5 days decantation in the lab, 
samples were extracted from the bottles and particles were submitted to 260 mmol H2O2 
weekly additions until total removal of the organic matter. Mineral particles were oven-dried, 
weighted and analyzed for chemical composition using a scanning electron microscopy 
coupled with an energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (SEM-EDS).  
Atmospheric particulate deposition rates equaled 14±3 and 18±6 kg.ha-1 in clearing and in 
throughfall, respectively. Stemflow contributed less than 5% to particulate deposition below 
the canopy. SEM-EDS analyses revealed that mineral particles are rich in nutrients, such as 
Ca, Mg and P, and suggested that atmospheric inputs of Ca are of the same order of 
magnitude than those from weathering [3], one of the major sources of nutrients in forest soil 
solution. 

 

Fig. 1. Particulate atmospheric deposition rates (mg.m-2.day-1). Bars represent the variability 
among the samplers. 

Total deposition rates tended to be higher below the canopy than in clearings (Figure 1). This 
result suggests that leaves may trap atmospheric particles and partly release them during the 
following rain events. The foliar capture efficiency was then checked on leaves sampled in 
summer 2010 at three heights of canopy (bottom, middle, up) and on litter falls by SEM-EDS. 
Mineral particles were identified at the surface of the sampled leaves, which confirmed the 
capture efficiency of beech leaves.  
This research evidenced that atmospheric deposits on temperate forest may account for a 
significant part of the nutrient inputs and highlighted the need to take the foliar capture into 
account in the assessment of atmospheric particles impact on biogeochemical cycles. 
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Typical experiments of the atmosphere-biosphere exchange are realized on the plot scale by 

the spatial extension of the footprint. The most important example is the FLUXNET network. 

However, experiments on the landscape scale often limit the atmosphere-biosphere interaction 

with turbulent transport processes. and Larger horizontal scales are highly connected with 

larger vertical and also larger time scales. Such boundary layer phenomena also have 

influences on transport processes on the plot scale, where boundary layer measuring technique 

is missing.  

One of the most investigated phenomena is that of Low-Level Jets, a night time phenomenon 

in about 100 to 400 m height which increases the surface fluxes due to the strong shearing. 

Because night time data are often gap filled this increased respiration flux is often not 

recognized. Similar effects are caused by gravity waves, also a night time phenomenon. To 

identify these phenomena, at least remote sensing technique for the atmospheric boundary 

layer is necessary. Both phenomena are very much related to the specific site conditions. 

Therefore site specific boundary layer experiments are helpful in investigating the flux 

contribution of such phenomena. Even a careful analysis of flux data can give a hint. 

Local circulation systems also have a strong influence on turbulent fluxes because the friction 

is related to these systems and is also a forcing parameter for fluxes. Therefore the daily cycle 

of turbulent fluxes is also related to circulations like land-sea breezes or mountain-valley 

circulations. A special phenomenon is the generation of free convection near the ground with 

high fluxes but low friction velocity (below the u* criterion). Such measurements can be 

easily eliminated. Free convection events near the ground have an influence on the generation 

of clouds some hours later. At high altitudes with a low cloud base the phenomenon has a 

much stronger influence on the cloud generation, but the clouds are also triggering the 

phenomenon. A careful data analysis is necessary to identify high quality data in a non-steady 

state environment. 

While most of the boundary layer phenomena can be seen by a careful analysis of turbulent 

flux data, chamber measurements are only comparable to standard flux measurements. The 

increase of fluxes due to boundary layer phenomena cannot be identified with chamber 

measurements in most of the cases. 

The recommendation from this investigation is that the focus of investigations of the 

biosphere-atmosphere interaction should not only be on the biosphere but also on the 

atmosphere and thereby on the structure of the atmospheric boundary layer and mesoscale 

circulations. It should also be kept in mind that the phenomenon of the unclosed energy 

balance at the surface is caused by similar circulations. Because the experimental basis 

(financial support, manpower) is often limited, at least larger projects should conduct some 

short period experiments to investigate these often site specific phenomena. 

This work is based on studies of PhD-students and Postdocs of the Department of 

Micrometeorology. Their contribution will be shown in the acknowledgement of the 

presentation. 
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Massive installations of worldwide eddy-covariance flux towers and the associated data for open access 
provide us a unique opportunity to examine the spatial variation and intra-annual variability of the 
direct measurement of net exchanges of CO2, H2O, and energy through cross-site or cross-lab efforts.  
Dozens of scientific papers have been published over the past five years in this regard.  Here, I present a 
synthetic view of the major lessons learned from these studies that were based on the network data of 
Ameriflux, La Thuille, some regional networks, and so forth.  These lessons include, but are not limited 
to, major discoveries of ecosystem classifications to be driven by temperature or precipitation, changes 
along latitudes and longitudes, temperature optimality, global changes at a decadal scale, etc.  The 
research topics of all published papers and/or proposals submitted to the La Thuille SMC will be 
analyzed and reported.  Based on the above metaanalysis, I will highlight the major research gaps and 
research needs for the FLUXNET community. 
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Eddy covariance (EC) measurements are affected by systematic and random errors. It 

is important to quantify these uncertainties for the assimilation of EC data into a Land Surface 
Model (LSM), because the relative magnitudes of the measurements errors and model errors 
determine to what degree measurements correct model predictions. Systematic errors can for 
example be related to the energy balance (EB) closure problem. The random error can be 
determined on the basis of differences between simultaneous flux measurements from two 
towers as pointed out by Hollinger and Richardson [1] (classical approach). Their method is 
restricted to cases where the towers are located under very similar conditions (e.g. vegetation 
type as similar as possible). Here a more robust procedure to estimate random errors from EC 
data based on the two-tower concept is proposed. The method can also be applied for a pair of 
EC towers that is located in different vegetation types. The improved procedure consists of 
three steps: (1) Systematic errors related with the EB closure problem are corrected for. In this 
work, it is assumed that the EB deficit is related to the underestimation of the turbulent fluxes 
and that the energy balance can be closed by distributing the residual error over the latent and 
sensible heat fluxes according to the evaporative fraction; (2) Furthermore systematic 
differences between the measured fluxes at the two towers occur, which are related to local  
heterogeneities (e.g., different soil properties or vegetation characteristics (e.g., amount of 
undergrowth, tree age) and local variability in precipitation amounts). These systematic 
differences are corrected on the basis of differences in the evaporative fraction between the 
two EC towers. Without these corrections the random error would erroneously include 
systematic errors arising from the small-scale heterogeneities; (3) The corrected fluxes are 
used as input for the classical two-tower approach. The classical approach and our modified 
procedure are tested for three sites with multiple EC towers. The Merken site in Germany 
(between Aachen and Cologne) has three EC towers, which are located on parcels with 
different crop types. The two EC towers at the Roccarespampani site have the same 
vegetation type (Hardwood), but vegetation age and density are quite different around the two 
EC towers. Finally, the approach is also tested on a site where the two EC towers are placed 
in very similar vegetation types with the smallest heterogeneities. The two methods yield 
clearly different estimates for the random errors. Results from the three study sites based on 
our method provide not only smaller estimates of random errors but also weaker dependence 
of the random errors on the net radiation compared to the classical approach. 
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  Agricultural soils are the major source of nitrous oxide (N2O) and nitric oxide (NO). 
Because N fertilizer strongly stimulates these N oxide gases emission derived from both 
nitrification and denitrification processes in soils. However, many researchers pointed 
out that the strength of N oxide gases from agricultural soils still has a large uncertainty 
in the global budget. One of the reasons is due to a methodological limitation of a 
closed chamber method, which is spatial resolution and its representativeness (Mosier et 
al., 1998). According to previous reports, the spatial variations of N oxide fluxes from 
soils seemed to be inherently high dispersion and skewed distribution, which could not 
be approximated to normal distribution (Fig. 1). Therefore, to analyze and adjust the 
parameters by the ensemble averaged N2O flux cause bias in the estimation. Nishina et 
al. (2009) proposed the application of hierarchical Bayes (HB) model framework to 
N2O flux from forest soils, by which the N2O flux was assumed as lognormal 
distribution and with random variable to cope with not independent data among the 
replications. In this study, we applied HB model to daily N2O and NO fluxes from 
NIAES lysimeter field with Urea application treatment (see detail in Akiyama et al., 
2002). Our simple Bayesian hierarchical model aimed (i) to quantify the response of 
N2O and NO fluxes against the environmental factors and nitrogen fertilization effect 
and by then, (ii) to estimate N2O and NO fluxes and their emission factor more 
accurately with uncertainty.  
  The HB model revealed the responses of N2O and NO flux to the N fertilizer, soil 
temperature and water filled pore space (WFPS) (Fig. 2), which is estimated by taking 
account in variability as lognormal distribution. See detail the observed flux and the 
hierarchical Bayes model in the presentation. 
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Fig 1, Schematic illustration of the variations in N oxide flux (4 replicates). Middle circle with bar 

indicate mean with S. D., which can be calculated from both side of values (it’s not absolutely 

precise). Left (right) values generated from normal (lognormal) distribution (line see aside).  

 
Fig 2. Response functions of N2O flux (a) and NO flux (b) calculated from posterior 

distributions. Top; fertilization resnponse, Middle; soil temperature response, Bottom; 
WFPS response. Dashed line indicated the functions calculated from posterior median. 
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The large range of temporal and spatial scales relevant for climate processes is a major challenge for 
the design of climate models and also an important concern for climate model validation. In particular, 
observations are typically point-scale data, while dynamical climate models simulate area averages for 
the cells of the model grid which complicates the comparison of these two kinds of data. Defining the 
spatial scale at which the observations at a particular site are representative is therefore paramount, 
especially for datasets like the one from the FLUXNET network, which on the one hand provides data 
which is hardly measured elsewhere but on the other hand has a highly non-uniform station density 
across the globe.
Typically, the representativeness of a station is given by a relationship which describes the similarity of 
its observations to those of another station, expressed as a function of distance between the two 
stations. For example, [1] find an exponential decay of the correlation coefficient with distance 
between pairs of precipitation stations over Canada. Many studies either derive these relationships for 
large regions (like [1]) or produce maps of representativeness for single stations (like in [2]). If one is 
interested in which regions the climatological conditions are such that  a single station is enough to 
represent its climatological variability (which would allow for its comparison with the areal data from 
climate models), both of these approaches have drawbacks. The first because its spatial aggregation is 
too large, the second because it only provides information for single stations and the simultaneous 
interpretation of such single station information over a large region is difficult.
Here we propose an assessment based on neighborhoods of stations, assigning as a measure of 
representativeness the decay of similarity with distance within each neighborhood to its central station. 
Different ways of defining the neighborhoods are explored. For gridded datasets and station networks 
of a sufficiently homogeneous spatial density, simply grid cells or stations within a chosen radius can 
form a neighborhood. For irregularly spaced station networks, neighborhoods can be defined from 
triangulations.  Examples for these two approaches are shown in Fig. 1, which displays the 1/e decay 
distance of the exponential fits to pairwise correlations of averaged summer (JJA) precipitation as a 
function of pairwise distances. The main features of the two maps agree, e.g. high spatial 
representativeness in the lowlands of the Netherlands and lower representativeness in the mountaineous 
regions or Eastern Europe.
We use this approach to investigate the regional spatial representativeness in different datasets (ECA 
meteorological stations, ERA reanalyses and FLUXNET stations). This allows for an evaluation of the 
consistency between different datasets in the regions concurrently covered by them. It further identifies 
stations which are suitable for comparison with climate model data. Finally, since the results indicate 
regions of high climatological heterogeneity needing more stations to capture their variability they can 
potentially support the planning of future station network extensions.
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a) b)

Fig. 1. Spatial representativeness of precipitation stations from the ECA dataset [3], derived from the 
neighbourhoods surrounding each station. Shown are 1/e decay distances for the correlation coefficient 
of average summer (JJA) precipitation over the period 1961-1990 in `distance units' of approximately 
1º. a) Neighborhood derived from triangulation. b) Neighborhood defined as stations within a 5 
`distance units' radius.
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Sulfuric acid is a key compound in atmospheric nucleation [1]. In atmosphere sulfuric acid is 

mainly produced photochemically, via reaction of OH and SO2. Sulfuric acid concentration in 

gas phase is typically very low, rarely exceeding 10
8
 molecules cm

-3
 [2]. These very low 

concentrations set certain requirements for the detector to be used for quantitative 

measurements.  

Method for measuring gas phase sulphuric acid utilizing chemical ionization mass 

spectrometer (CIMS) was developed by Eisele and Tanner in 1993 [3].  They used nitrate ion, 

NO3
-
, and its clusters with nitric acid, HNO3, for higly selective chemical ionization of H2SO4 

via NO3
-
∙(HNO3)n + H2SO4 →  n(HNO3) + (HNO3)∙HSO4

-
. Resulting (HNO3)∙HSO4

- 
clusters 

together with  remaining NO3
-
∙(HNO3)n were dissociated and HSO4

- 
 and NO3

-
 were detected 

with a quadrupole mass spectrometer.  

Here we present a measurement method in which the atmospheric pressure chemical 

ionization inlet, with geometry similar to Eisele and Tanner’s inlet setup [3] is combined with 

a high resolution atmospheric pressure interface time-of-flight mass spectrometer, APi-TOF-

MS (Tofwerk Ag.), [4]. In this present setup, clusters are not broken on purpose.  Instead of 

braking clusters the high resolution and mass range of the TOF-MS allows separation and 

summing of several different clusters. Advantage of the method is that it allows one to seek 

for neutral sulphuric acid containing clusters formed by nucleation in the atmosphere [5] or in 

laboratory systems [1]. 

In this laboratory experiment we generate reagent ions by mixing a small amount of nitric 

acid to nitrogen sheat flow and expose it to a radioactive source (
241

Am) to form negative 

nitrate ions and nitric acid cluster ions. Sulfuric acid vapour is produced by leading synthetic 

air through a saturator containing pure liquid 95-97% H2SO4. Sulfuric acid vapour is then 

introduced to the CI inlet with multiple different flow rates and diluted with laboratory air to 

create a constant sample flow of 10 lpm. The mixing with the reagent ions is done by 

applying voltage between a set of ion lenses.  

The sample is guided to the TOF-MS section for mass per charge (m/Q) determination. In 

this section pressure is reduced to 10
-6 

mbar in three separately pumped chambers. Ions are 

guided to TOF-MS using two quadrupoles and an ion lens assembly. We operate TOF-MS in 

negative ion mode to monitor sulfuric acid and its dimer, trimer and tetramer at mass to 

charge ratios (m/Q) 97, 195, 293, 391 and nitric acid monomer, dimer and trimer at m/Q 62, 

125 and 188.  

 In this experiment it was clearly seen that deprotonated sulfuric acid concentration increases 

when flow rate trough the saturator is elevated.  We increased the flow rate from 0.1 lpm to 

9,5 lpm in constant steps. Using slow flow rates less than 1 lpm we can detect sulfuric acid 

monomer (HSO4
-
) and dimer (H2SO4· HSO4

-
). When elevated flow rates (< 2 lpm) are being 

applied, we can also detect bigger clusters as sulfuric acid trimer ((H2SO4)2· HSO4
-
) and 

tetramer ((H2SO4)3· HSO4
-
). Nitric acid is been neutralized during ionization process which 

can be seen in descending signals of NO3
-
 and its dimer and trimer.  

mailto:tuija.jokinen@helsinki.fi


The aim of this experiment is to exploit CI-TOF-MS to measure aerosol clusters in ambient 

air and coupling chemical ionization with TOF-MS now offers an effective and highly 

selective way of ionizing and detecting ambient neutral sulfuric acid and its clusters.  
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Abstract 

Separating human-induced land degradation from that caused by natural processes in the 

world of global climate and atmospheric change is a challenging task, but important for 

developing mitigation strategies. Current remote-sensing data and spatio-temporal 

methodologies allow the distinction of climate and human-induced land degradation on a sub-

continental scale, but the underlying processes cannot be discerned at this scale. This study is 

conducted at a river-basin scale to (1) identify land degradation hotspots in a basin or sub-

basin, and (2) assess the correspondence and divergence of land degradation assessed by 

NDVI shifts with and without accounting for atmospheric fertilization with that based on soil 

erosion assessment at different scales. Long-term remote sensing (NDVI) and rainfall data 

were used to identify human-induced land degradation hotspot areas in the Volta basin. The 

results were compared with the critical zone of soil loss in the White Volta sub-basin derived 

from a spatially distributed soil erosion model. A spatial comparison of the above studies 

revealed that the biomass productivity (NDVI)-based land degradation assessment grossly 

underestimated the extent to which soil is being lost, unless a correction was included to 

account for atmospheric fertilization. The study demonstrates the need for using a multi-

pronged assessment strategy in land degradation assessment that offers an insight of the 

processes involves in land degradation.   

 

Keywords: NDVI, long-term biomass productivity trend, land degradation, soil erosion, 

multi-scale approach, Volta basin, West Africa.  
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   The development of a Land Data Assimilation System (LDAS) dedicated to carbon and 
water cycles is considered as a key aspect for monitoring activities of terrestrial carbon 
fluxes. It allows the assimilation of biophysical products in order to reduce the bias between 
the model simulations and the observations and have a positive impact on carbon fluxes. The 
biomass and soil moisture are analyzed together as they are mutually dependent.
    In our study the SURFEX [1] modeling platform developed at Météo-France is used. It 
consists of the land surface model ISBA-A-gs [2] that simulates photosynthesis and plant 
growth. The vegetation biomass and Leaf Area Index (LAI) evolve dynamically in response 
to weather and climate conditions. The ECOCLIMAP database provides detailed information 
about the land cover at a resolution of 1 km. 
   A version of the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) [3] scheme is developed for the joint 
assimilation of satellite-derived soil moisture from the Advanced Scatterometer (ASCAT) 
instrument [4] and remote sensing CYCLOPES LAI product  derived from the 
SPOT4/VEGETATION sensor [5] within the ISBA-A-gs model. The assimilation experiment 
is conducted over France domain at a spatial resolution of 8 km. The study period ranges 
from January to December 2007.
   Regarding LAI, generally the model exhibits large values, while satellite does not reach 
high enough LAI values. In the model simulation, the start of the growing season tends to 
occurs later than in the observations. Similarly, the  senescence phase is delayed. The 
assimilation is able to reduce this bias. For example, at summertime, the bias is reduced with 
40% over the France domain.
   The correlation and anomaly correlation between ASCAT data and model soil moisture are 
significant across the most of France. The impact of the assimilation on the model skill is 
assessed by using in situ data from SMOSMANIA network. While the assimilation improves 
the model statistics, there is a strong tendency of the assimilation of ASCAT data to add 
moisture to the surface. 
   The coherent impact of LAI and soil moisture updates on the carbon fluxes for the year 
2007 is noticed. Increased LAI values in the growing season due to data assimilation 
corrections trigger an increased photosynthetic activity. In the same manner, lower LAI 
values corresponding to the mortality phase cause a decrease in the carbon dioxide uptake 
when compared to the model simulations. The contribution of the data assimilation on the 
carbon fluxes is quantified by considering in situ measurements from FLUXNET.
 
This work is a contribution to the GEOLAND2 project, co-funded by the European 
Commission within the GMES initiative in FP7.
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Ambient particles are known to play a significant role in altering the chemistry and the 
radiative balance of the Earth’s atmosphere, reducing visibility, and adversely affecting 
human health.  The chemistry of atmospheric aerosol has been the subject of much 
research.  In order to address aerosol effects on health and the environment, 
instrumentation is needed which is capable of reporting the chemical and microphysical 
properties of atmospheric particles.   
We present results on the development and demonstration of a compact aerosol mass 
spectrometer system, the Aerosol Chemical Speciation Monitor (ACSM) which measures 
aerosol mass and chemical composition of non-refractory submicron aerosol particles in 
real-time.  The ACSM provides composition information for particulate ammonium, 
nitrate, sulfate, chloride, and organics.  It is designed and built on the same technology as 
our larger research grade Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (AMS) combining an aerodynamic 
particle focusing lens with high vacuum thermal particle vaporization and mass 
spectrometry.  The system is smaller, uses lower cost components and thus operates with 
lower performance than the research grade AMS.  It is simpler to operate and maintain 
and is stable for long periods of time (months).  The ACSM is designed for routine 
monitoring of PM with sufficient sensitivity to provide chemically speciated mass 
loadings and aerosol mass spectra at data rates up to 15 min for typical urban aerosol 
loadings.   
To date 12 ACSM systems have been deployed at monitoring stations in Europe, Asia, 
Japan, North and South America and South Africa.  Initial results from these instruments 
are being used to demonstrate instrument performance and data quality.  In addition to 
the standard composition data (sulfate, nitrate, ammonium, chloride and organic aerosol 
constituents), the ACSM aerosol mass spectra can be processed and analyzed using the 
same positive matrix factorization (PMF) techniques that have been  developed for the 
Aerosol Mass Spectrometer systems.  PMF results from several different ACSM 
deployments will be presented and compared to co-located AMS results showing the 
utility of this system.   
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Micrometeorological measurements of surface / atmosphere exchange fluxes deviate from the 

true vegetation exchange if chemical conversions occur between the vegetation and the 

measurement height. An increasing number of measurements suggests that the gas/aerosol re-

partitioning of the NH3-HNO3-NH4NO3 system is sufficiently fast to modify exchange fluxes: 

near semi-natural vegetation canopies, temperatures often increase during day time, while 

concentrations of ammonia (NH3) and nitric acid (HNO3) tend to decrease sharply, due to 

canopy uptake. This disturbs the gas / aerosol equilibrium and favours the evaporation of 

ammonium nitrate aerosol (NH4NO3). As a result measurements may derive unexpected high 

deposition rates of NH4
+
 and NO3

-
 and reduced deposition rates of HNO3

[1]
. In addition, the 

shrinkage of the aerosol during the deposition process can modify the size-segregated particle 

number fluxes derived with aerosol spectrometers, such as optical particle counters
[2]

. 

 

We here develop a 1-dimensional model to simulate the effect of gas/aerosol re-partitioning 

near and within canopy on surface / atmosphere exchange fluxes with the aims 

(a) to quantify the effect on flux measurements of the individual compounds; 

(b) to quantify the effect on total N deposition; 

(c) to investigate the effect on size-segregated particle number flux measurements; 

(d) to identify explicitly the importance of in-canopy chemistry for the first time, contrasting 

the effect for short and tall  vegetation, by applying the model to a Dutch heathland 

(Elspeet) and forest (Speulder Bos), respectively.  

The model combines a multi-layer deposition routine for size-segregated aerosol
[3]

, a multi-

layer compensation point model for ammonia, a thermodynamic gas/aerosol partitioning 

model
[4]

 and a model for size-segregated aerosol physics with an in-canopy transport model 

that accounts for non-diffusive transport processes. It is applied to comprehensive 

measurement datasets at Elspeet and Speulder Bos, including concentration gradients of gases 

and aerosol compounds by wet chemical online techniques, eddy-covariance fluxes of NO3
-
 

and SO4
2-

 by aerosol mass spectrometer and size-segregated particle number fluxes, using 

optical particle counters. 

An example model output is shown in Fig. 1 for the 30 m forest canopy. The evaporation of 

NH4NO3 greatly lowers the NH4
+
 concentration near and within the canopy. This increases 

the effective deposition flux of NH4
+
 above the canopy by a factor of 20, while decreasing the 

fluxes of NH3 and HNO3. Overall the results demonstrate: 

1. The model results are consistent with the measurements of concentration gradients and 

fluxes at the two field sites. 

2. The evaporation of NH4NO3 near and within plant canopies greatly increases the effective 

deposition rate of the aerosol compounds, by a factor of 2 to 20. 



3. This process increases the net dry deposition rate of total nitrogen by converting slowly 

depositing aerosol compounds into fast depositing gases, by typically 10 to 20% during 

daytime. 

4. The evaporation explains the observation of apparent particle emission fluxes of small 

particles (Dp < 0.1 m) and a sharp increase in the deposition velocity (Vd) with particle 

diameter sometimes derived with optical particle counters. 

5. For this reason, care should be taken when deriving functional relationships of Vd(Dp) 

from field measurements, where NH4NO3 may occur. 

6. In-canopy chemistry accounts for about 50% in the case of the tall and for 30% for the 

tall canopy, suggesting that in-canopy processing is important also for short canopies, for 

which chemistry (e.g. of the NO-NO2-O3 system) has previously been assumed to be 

negligible.  

7. The evaporation constitutes a sub-grid process within chemical transport models. Thus, 

larger effective deposition routines should be used for volatile aerosol components such 

as NO3
-
 than for non-volatile aerosol components such as sulphate (SO4

2-
). 

8. The effect shows how the boundary layer effectively modulates atmospheric air 

chemistry, reducing the atmospheric life-time and transport distance of NH4NO3.  

 

 

Fig. 1. Example bulk concentration profiles of concentrations (left) and fluxes (right) in and 

above a forest canopy, comparing fluxes calculate with and without consideration of 

chemistry. The vertical lines inside the canopy represent the modelled exchange with the 

vegetation. 

[1] Nemitz et al., 2004. Atmos. Chem. Phys., 4, 1007-1024. 

[2] Nemitz and Sutton, 2004. Atmos. Chem. Phys., 4, 1025-1045. 

[3] Petroff et al., 2008. Atmos. Environ. 42, 3654-3683. 

[4] Topping et al., 2005. Atmos. Chem. Phys., 5, 1205-1222. 
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A new mechanistic model scheme for vegetation transition at the topographical scale:  

Spatio-temporal transition in Mongolian forest-steppe vegetation under climate change and 

increasing livestock 
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Spatial structure of vegetation reflects both physical conditions and biological interactions. In northern 

part of Mongolia, one can observe clearly slope aspect-dependent and discontinuous vegetation transitions 

between forest and steppe as a general spatial pattern. In this region, basically, water availability is 

considered to be the most important factors to determine the dominant vegetation type, but no theoretically 

sound explanative model have been ever made for this discontinuous transition pattern at the topographic 

scale. From our field observations, a strong positive feed-back mechanism between vegetation biomass 

and soil water contents was suggested, that is, biomass accumulation enhances the water infiltration rate 

and water holding capacity of the soil, which in turn facilitates further plant growth (i.e., “facilitation 

effect”) to some extent. We also consider the effect of grazing pressure by livestock is not negligible in the 

region. By incorporating these interactions with explicit spatial structures, we developed a new 

mechanistic model scheme for vegetation transitions at the scale with resolution <100m. This model 

consists of two parts: the first formulates the dynamics of plants’ biomass under local environmental 

conditions and biological interactions with simple mathematical models. The other estimates the spatial 

distribution of environmental conditions in the meshed target space using the topography and climate data 

to compare with the vegetation pattern in the same area obtained from satellite remote sensing. The 

incorporation of the “facilitation effect” enabled us to reconstruct the conspicuous vegetation pattern 

caused by slight difference of solar radiation depending on the slope aspect via amplifying the difference 

in the soil water condition. These positive-feedback mechanisms were supported by our in situ field 

observations of vegetation and meteo-hydrological conditions.  

Based on available parameters for this model, we could develop a numerical model to predict the 

qualitative future vegetation change under various scenarios with changes in climate and in livestock 

density. In this presentation we also introduce some preliminary result which tells that drastic vegetation 

degradation, deforestation and/or desertification might occur at some critical point of decrease of 

precipitation and/or increase in livestock. It also shows how these two factors synergistically enhance the 

vegetation degradation to reduce the ecosystem function and biodiversity. We consider that the model 

scheme could be applied for the vegetation boundary shift in other regions, too.   

 



ASSESSING THE POTENTIAL OF SOLAR-INDUCED CHLOROPHYLL 
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FUNCTIONING
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A global and continuous observation-based characterisation of ecosystem gross primary production 
(GPP) can only be performed with satellite measurements. The traditional description of vegetation 
from space is based on the so-called spectral vegetation indices. However, since these indices are 
not sensitive to changes in the vegetation functioning due to environmental parameters which do not 
perturb vegetation reflectance on a short term, like for example changes in illumination, 
temperature or humidity conditions, they generally fail to describe the actual vegetation 
photosynthetic activity and have therefore an inherent limitation to describe carbon exchange by 
vegetation. 
As an alternative indicator of photosynthetic activity and primary production to be extracted from 
space measurements, solar-induced chlorophyll fluorescence (ChF) is emitted by the photosystem II 
of the chlorophyll of assimilating leaves of terrestrial vegetation: part of the energy absorbed by 
chlorophyll is not used for carbon fixation but re-emitted at longer wavelengths in the red and far-
red spectral regions (namely, in the 650-800 nm spectral region). The ChF signal originates at the 
cores of the photosynthetic machinery, responds instantaneously to perturbations in the 
environmental conditions such as light and water stress, and is thus a direct proxy to photosynthetic 
activity. 
Global maps of ChF measured from space may therefore provide a completely new view of 
vegetation photosynthesis and its relationships with other major components of the coupled land-
atmosphere system. Only very recently have such global maps of ChF become available, thanks to a 
novel technique exploiting the high-spectral resolution of GOSAT spaceborne measurements in the 
750-770nm window. Solar Fraunhofer lines superposed to the ChF emission spectrum in that 
spectral range can be used to disentangle the ChF radiance signal from the solar radiation reflected 
by the surface-atmosphere system  [1, 2]. 
This contribution will provide an overview of ongoing activities devoted to both ChF retrieval from 
GOSAT measurements and the subsequent data interpretation. In particular, a quantitative analysis 
of the correlation of ChF with state-of-the art GPP data sets on global and seasonal basis will be 
presented, as well as an assessment of the dependence of the ChF signal on different environmental 
parameters, such as at-surface photosynthetically active radiation (PAR), surface temperature, total 
column carbon dioxide and vapor pressure deficit. Finally, conclusions about the potential of ChF 
measurements from current and future spaceborne instruments to constrain the role of vegetation on 
the terrestrial carbon cycle will be outlined

[1] J. Joiner et al., 2011, Biogeosciences, 8, 637-651.
[2] C. Frankenberg et al., 2011, Geophys. Res. Lett., 38, L03801.
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We review the theoretical basis for the link between the leaf exchange of COS, CO2 and H2O 
and the assumptions that need to be made in order to use COS as a tracer for canopy net 
photosynthesis, transpiration and stomatal conductance. The ratios of COS to CO2 and H2O 
deposition velocities used to this end are shown to vary with the ratio of the internal to 
ambient CO2 and H2O mole fractions and the relative limitations by boundary layer, stomatal 
and internal conductance for COS. Back-of-the-envelope calculations suggest these 
deposition velocity ratios to exhibit considerable variability, in accordance with available 
empirical literature data, a finding that challenges current parameterisations which treat these 
as vegetation-specific constants. Due to the comparably more conservative nature of the 
internal to ambient CO2 mole fraction ratio we conclude that COS is a better tracer for CO2 
than H2O. Using COS as a tracer for stomatal conductance is hampered by our present poor 
understanding of the leaf internal conductance to COS. Estimating canopy level CO2 and H2O 
fluxes requires disentangling leaf COS exchange from other sources/sinks of COS, in 
particular the soil. Some practical approaches to this end, in analogy to current practises of 
CO2 flux partitioning, are discussed. We conclude that future priorities for COS research 
should be to develop a better quantitative understanding of the variability in the ratios of COS 
to CO2 and H2O deposition velocities and the controlling factors and to develop operational 
methods for disentangling ecosystem COS exchange into contributions by leaves and other 
sources/sinks of COS. In order to test our present understanding of COS exchange and its 
relation to canopy photosynthesis and transpiration integrated studies are needed which 
concurrently quantify the ecosystem-scale CO2, H2O and COS exchange and the 
corresponding component fluxes. 



UPSCALING OF LIGHT ABSORPTION AND PHOTOSYNTHESIS: REPRESENTING 
WITHINCANOPY HETEROGENEITY WITH PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS
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The canopy plays an important role in the exchange of moisture, energy and a wide range of 
biogeochemical compounds between the land surface and the atmosphere. Environmental conditions in 
the canopy are not constant and show often vertical gradients, caused by the input of light from above 
and the distance of diffusion to wellmixed air above the canopy. 

In this study, I quantified the heterogeneity of several of these environmental conditions with 
probability density functions. Light absorption in the canopy is calculated assuming distributions of 
leaf angles and light directions, and a model for leaflevel photosynthesis is applied to calculate 
photosynthesis rates throughout the canopy. These simulations provide not only a canopyaverage or 
canopyintegrated value for the processes, but they give a measure of withincanopy variability as well 
by providing the output as a probability density function, too. 

The outcome of these simulations that express heterogeneity explicitly is compared with conventional 
methods for upscaling of leaflevel processes in canopies, which allows for testing the assumptions that 
are made in these conventional methods. The new method highlights a number of nonlinearities in 
process responses that need to be accounted for when upscaling from leaf level to canopy level. 



Physiology and microclimate of individual tree crowns - a bridge between 
demographic processes and large-scale fluxes. 
 
For 20 years, improved characterization of biological regulation of the carbon and 
water cycles has been closely linked to observations of large-scale fluxes 
measured by flux towers.  However, theoretical and empirical studies show that 
biotic turnover - the replacement of some species by others - is a larger control of 
fluxes than over long timescales and to large climatic perturbations, because the 
range of response to environmental drivers is larger across species than within 
species.  Recently, a number of innovative research efforts have incorporated 
parameterizations of plant demography, i.e. the size-structured growth, fecundity, 
and mortality of plant populations, to improve multi-decadal predictions of the 
terrestrial carbon cycle.  These demographic efforts tend to rely heavily on forest 
inventory measurements, which in contrast to flux towers are demographically 
rich but temporally and spatially sparse.  It can be argued that while gaining 
insight into long-term processes, such models have a weaker ability to represent 
instantaneous fluxes that are the currency of climate and weather models. 
 
This submission will describe an inexpensive wireless observation system for 
measuring fluxes and microclimate of individual crowns.  This system has the 
potential to connect forest demography, particularly growth rate in response to 
environmental drivers, to the large scale fluxes that are observed by towers.  We 
anticipate that this system can be link to biogeographic studies that attempt to 
understand diverse responses of different species to climate change; to 
phenological studies monitoring changes in the timing of events within seasons in 
response to climate change, as well as ecological studies that try to understand 
how climate change will favor some species at the expense of others, leading to 
differential growth, recruitment, and mortality. 
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ABSTRACT

Canopy flow for homogeneous atmospheric conditions and neutral thermal stratification is well studied and
documented in literature [1,2]. Since the pioneering large-eddy simulation of Shaw and Schumann [3], the
forest stands have been treated ”as a porous body of horizontally uniform (leaf) area density LAI(z) with
constant drag coefficient CD”. This approach is sometimes called field scale approach. Current finer scale
applications and field campaigns consider the heterogeneity of the canopies (so called plant scale approach).

Here, we investigate the turbulence structure of a heterogeneous forest stand by high-resolution numerical mod-
eling using EULAG (Eulerian/semi-Lagrangian geophysical fluid solver). EULAG is an established computa-
tional model for simulating thermo-fluid flows across a wide range of scales and physical scenarios [4]. Starting
at a scale of a few meters, as conducted in numerical simulations by Dupont and Brunet [2], we approach scales
of a few cm, where individual branches can be resolved (Fig. 1). For this purpose, the forest elements in the nu-
merical simulation are immersed boundaries representing fractal Pythagoras trees. This approach was recently
used to model the neutral flow over buildings [6] and through porous media [7].

In contrast to studies of neutral flow through a 3D fractal tree geometry [5], we

Figure 1: TKE & Tree

use an ensemble of trees with different heights, number of branches and a scale
dependent porosity distribution of the tree elements.

A special focus of our study is the investigation of the turbulence structure due
to different thermal stratifications of the ambient atmosphere. In this context,
a very interesting quantity is the heat flux, due to its interaction with the mean
flow. Besides statistical quantities (e.g. TKE, vorticity and drag), the onset and
the formation of the turbulence structure around the diabatically heated trees is
investigated in 3D.
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Climate is significantly influenced by aerosol particles in the atmosphere. The 
characteristics which influence climate must be considered on a global scale. Besides 
industrial and other anthropogenic activity, the atmospheric composition is significantly 
influenced by forest fires emissions. Satellites provide a way to obtain information on 
atmospheric composition on regional and global scales. In particular the spatial 
distribution of aerosol parameters such as Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) at several 
wavelength as well as some of the microphysical parameters can be retrieved from 
satellite observations. Satellite data are complementary to ground-based measurements 
which have a local character with the advantage of high accuracy.  
The AATSR dual view (ADV) algorithm for application over land [1,2]  uses the AATSR 
IR and visible wavebands for cloud detection and the visible (VIS) and near-IR (NIR) 
wavebands (0.555, 0.659, and 1.6 µm) for aerosol retrieval. The resolution of these 
instruments is 1*1 km2 at nadir view and the swath width is 512 km, resulting in a return 
time of three days at mid-latitudes. The retrieval of aerosol properties can only be applied 
to cloud-free pixels and is based on the comparison of the measured and modeled 
reflectance at the top of the atmosphere (TOA). 
The retrieval is based on minimizing the error function between modeled and measured 
TOA reflectances, using all available wavelengths. The algorithm uses look-up-tables 
(LUTs) to compute the modeled TOA reflectance. For AOD retrieval, an aerosol in the 
atmosphere is assumed to be an external mixture of fine and coarse mode particles. The 
two aerosol types are mixed such that the spectral behavior of the reflectance due to 
aerosol best fits the measurements at the three VIS-NIR wavelengths. The results are 
evaluated by comparison with ground-based AOD measurements using data from the 
AERONET (Aerosol Robotic NETwork), network of ground-based sun photometers. 
Here the ADV is applied to investigate the relation between retrieved AOD and forest 
fires (AATSR, http://wfaa-dat.esrin.esa.int/), their seasonal and spatial distribution over 
the boreal forest in North America, Europe and Siberia.  
Composite maps of the AOD retrieved over the North American boreal forest region and 
the locations of forest fires for July for years with different fires frequency are presented 
in Figure 1. The increased fire activity in the years 2004 and 2005 (figures 1a and 1b, 
respectively) is clearly seen in the increase of AOD to 0.2-0.5, whereas in July 2008 
(figure 1c), when the number of fires was very low in the region of interest, the averaged 
AOD was around 0.05-0.1. 
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Fig. 1.  Aerosol optical depth (color map) and fire locations (black dots) over North 
America in July 2004 (a), July 2005 (b) and July 2008 (c). 
 
For the Eurasia the relation between forest fires and increased AOD is less pronounced 
(results not shown here). One of the explanations for that might be the existence of other 
(industrial, human activity, etc.) aerosol sources, which determine the aerosol density in 
Eurasia. This is the subject of our current studies in frame work of ALANIS-Aerosol 
project. 
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Identification of areas around the globe where precipitation and the land-surface are strongly coupled is 
of interest for both meteorological and hydrological applications. Of particular interest are areas with a 
two-way coupling between the land-surface and precipitation, that is, areas with land-surface – 
precipitation feedbacks (LSPF). LSPF have traditionally been studied within a modelling framework, 
by comparing output from one or more models for runs with differing levels of land-atmosphere 
coupling.

The GEWEX-LoCo (Local Coupling) working group has formulated and/or tested several indicators 
for the influence of the land-surface moisture state on the atmospheric boundary layer and convective 
precipitation. 

The first is a diagnosis of the convective triggering potential and moisture conditions in the lower 
atmospheric layers, up to pressure levels of 700 hPa (CTP-HIlow [1]). This CTP-HIlow framework 
assesses the potential for the land-surface to influence convective precipitation, but only from an 
atmospheric point of view. Therefore, CTP and HIlow are combined with an assessment of the surface 
wetness state, using either soil moisture content or evaporative fraction, and of planetary boundary 
layer (PBL) development during the day.

The second set assesses the sensitivity of the near-surface equivalent potential temperature to 
evaporative fraction from a description of the development of the convective PBL during the day. It 
includes the impact of temperature and humidity gradients in the lower free atmosphere on PBL 
development. The diagnostic assesses to what extent changes in surface wetness would be able to 
sustain convective precipitation. 

In the present study, both indicators are diagnosed from reanalysis datasets (ERA-interim and 
MERRA). For cases in which the indicators expect an influence of land surface on convection, the 
relation between land surface state (soil moisture and evaporative fraction) and convective precipitation 
is determined. The quality of the regression between land surface state and precipitation is a measure 
for the quality of the indicator.

Using a random walk through the parameter space of the integration bounds of the indicator definitions 
(the atmospheric pressure levels), the quality of the indicator using these integration bounds is assessed. 
Thus, for each geographic location, three aspects of land-atmosphere coupling can be determined: (1) 
the optimal LSPF-indicator definition and the part of the atmosphere that determines the potential for 
LSPF, (2) the predictability of precipitation based on land surface conditions and (3) the climatology of 
LSPF-situations.

Preliminary results for India show that convective potential and humidity between 100 and 200 hPa 
above the land surface determine the potential of LSPF. Given these atmospheric conditions, the land 
surface state improves the predictability of precipitation with about 50%. These results will be 
extended globally to asses their spatial differences.
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Carbon, water and energy fluxes between ecosystems and the atmosphere are determined 

in large part by the global distribution of biogeography. Coupled climate-carbon cycle 

models seek to quantify these relationships to evaluate historical and future dynamics of 

the earth system. Modeling patterns of biogeography requires not only a mechanistic 

understanding of bioclimatic limits on species distributions, but also the role of 

disturbance regimes on vegetation dynamics and successional status. Here, we provide 

results from a global modeling experiment designed to evaluate the sensitivity of 

biogeography and carbon fluxes to burned area constrained by satellite remote sensing. 

Three burned area products (GFED v3.0, L3JRC, and GLOBCARBON) were processed 

to monthly, 0.5º spatial resolution global datasets and prescribed to the LPJ dynamic 

global vegetation model. Using climate forcing data from the Climatic Research Unit 

TS3.1 dataset (1901-2009), we compare patterns of plant functional type distributions and 

net primary production between the three diagnostic simulations and a fully dynamic 

simulation using the semi-mechanistic GlobFirm fire module. This experiment reveals 

patterns of uncertainty that result from the linkage between vegetation dynamics and their 

resilience to fire frequency. An increased understanding of the geographic distribution of 

these uncertainties, and the plant functional types that are affected, will help identify 

where disturbance processes and vegetation responses need improvement. 
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Plants interact with their environment through a great variety of biogenic volatile organic 
compounds (BVOCs), with terpenes, i.e., isoprene, mono- and sesquiterpenes, playing an 
important role. Isoprene, a hemiterpene, is the simplest terpene mainly emitted by tree species 
like poplars, oaks and willows [1]. Woody plants alone comprise 75% of the global isoprene 
emitted to the atmosphere. Due to its significant influence in atmospheric chemistry, research 
has focused on this C5 compound with poplar being the most prominent model system. 
Despite its importance as a significant carbon loss for the plant, the function of isoprene in 
plants is still under discussion. Different studies provided details that isoprene can enhance 
thermotolerance or quench oxidative stress, but also interferes with the attraction of 
herbivores and parasitoids by plants [2].  
We conducted a two year outdoor study with transgenic non-isoprene emitting Populus x 
canescens plants where isoprene synthase gene expression was knocked-down by RNAi 
technology. We found that repression of isoprene emission in poplar has no negative impact 
on growth and biomass yield under the temperate climate.  
Applying the physiologically-based vegetation model PSIM (Physiological Simulation 
Model) together with the ECM canopy model [3, 4], the BIM2 VOC-emission model [5] and 
an adjusted dimensional growth model [6, 7] within the modelling framework MoBiLE 
(Modular Biosphere simuLation Environment [8, 9]), we were able to show that the model 
simulation very well represented the observed biomass yield and dimensions of plant 
development. The combination of long-term observation of transgenic mutants and vegetation 
modeling enabled us to quantify for the first time the importance of isoprene for plant growth 
and behaviour in a short rotation coppice (SRC) under natural conditions. The calculations 
revealed that the annual release of isoprene from poplar amounted to 2.2% of the total gross 
primary production (GPP). With respect to plant growth, is remarkable that in comparison to 
non-isoprene emitting plants, isoprene emitters showed a reduction of net growth of 6.9%.  
The data, however, gave no explanation whether the reduced loss of carbon by isoprene is 
responsible for the increased overall growth of the non-emitting mutants. 
Beside plant growth we observed a different ecological performance between isoprene and 
non-isoprene emitters: Non-isoprene emitters appeared to be more resistant to pathogen attack 
relative to emitting poplars, while insect herbivores i.e. willow leaf beetles, preferred non-
emitters as their host plant.  
In summary, the – for us astonishing – results with transgenic non-isoprene emitting poplars 
demonstrated the need of long-term and close-to-natural testing of trees with altered VOC 
emission profile. In particular the diverse functions of isoprene in poplar stress tolerance need 
to be more addressed in future research with respect to the increasing importance of poplar 



biomass plantations for bioenergy production and the consequently enlarged large-scale 
isoprene efflux with its inevitable impact on regional climate and air quality. 
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Uncovering changes in biogeochemical cycles and ecosystem-atmosphere interactions is 
increasingly being supported by global monitoring of land surface properties and meteorological 
variables. Analyses of this kind, however, involve dealing with spatio-temporal data matrices that 
are high-dimensional. Understanding the interactions between different subsystems of the Earth 
system as captured by these observations requires the cooperation between different fields of 
expertise, such as environmental sciences and machine learning. Identification of fundamental 
associated features may provide comprehensive system diagnostics and lead to the development of 
a novel type of integrated Biosphere-Atmosphere Index. Presently, a better understanding of the 
interactions between the atmosphere and biosphere across different time-scales and in space is 
needed both for short-term and long-term predictions of the climate and Earth system behavior (e.g. 
soil moisture-atmosphere feedback, El Niño sea surface temperature dynamics, carbon cycle 
feedback, vegetation-albedo feedback).We bring together a variety of very heterogeneous data sets 
(in particular land surface temperature, soil moisture, albedo, fAPAR, fire, and upscaled fluxes, 
amongst others) and therefore fundamentally new analytic approaches are required. Well-
established tools of spatio-temporal statistics like Principal Component Analysis, combinations of 
time-frequency methods and spatial analysis, or hierarchical dynamical spatio-temporal models, 
already reveal some insights into the associations between different variables but may not be 
sufficient to elucidate intricate interactions. Novel perspectives are offered by nonlinear extensions 
of traditional methods and recently developed techniques from the field of machine learning. 
In this talk we present first results towards a new generation of anomaly detection in multivariate 
functional relationships. Our ultimate goal is to extract major directions of spatial and particularly 
temporal changes from the diverse observational data, and to attribute those main changes to 
climate or direct human forcing. 
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Changes in land cover modify energy, water, carbon, and momentum exchanges between 
the surface and the atmosphere, impacting climate and biogeochemical cycling. We find 
in climate model experiments that large-scale afforestation in northern mid latitudes 
warms the Northern Hemisphere and alters global circulation patterns. An expansion of 
dark forests increases the absorption of solar energy and increases surface temperature, 
particularly in regions where the land surface is unable to compensate with latent heat 
flux due to water limitation. Atmospheric circulation re-distributes the anomalous energy 
absorbed in the northern hemisphere, in particular towards the south, through altering the 
Hadley circulation, resulting in the northward displacement of the tropical rain-bands.  
Precipitation rises over the Sahel and Sahara regions in Africa and decreases over parts of 
the Amazon basin affecting productivity. We find that the soil moisture available to 
plants determines the response of climate to afforestation in mid latitudes with the 
greatest warming found in water limited regions. Mid latitude afforestation on the large-
scale prescribed in our experiments has an insignificant impact on global temperatures 
and on global CO2, but asymmetric heating from the increase in forest cover is still 
capable of driving unintended and undesirable changes in circulation and precipitation.  
The ability of vegetation to affect remote circulation has implications for strategies for 
climate mitigation. 
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Satellites offer an opportunity to observe the spatial distribution of aerosol properties with 
adequate resolution and coverage from regional to global scales. AATSR (Advanced Along 
Track Scanning Radiometer) on board ENVISAT (ENVIronmental SATelite) is designed for 
measurements of land and sea surface temperatures; however, the measurements made at two 
different viewing angles (dual view, at nadir and at 55o forward) renders the instrument 
suitable  for  the  retrieval  of  aerosol  properties  as  well.  The  AATSR  Dual  View  (ADV)  
algorithm used at the Finnish Meteorological Institute and University of Helsinki is 
developed to retrieve aerosol optical properties over land. The dual view property is used in 
the ADV algorithm to eliminate the surface contribution from the top of the atmosphere 
(TOA) reflectance. Hence, an additional surface reflectance model is not needed. The 
retrieved parameters include aerosol optical depth (AOD) at three different wave lengths 
(0.555, 0.659 and 1.61 µm), and mixing ratio describing the contribution of fine mode 
aerosols (in this context particles having effective radius of about 0.1 µm) to the total aerosol 
extinction. 

China is one of the fastest growing economies in the world. Along with the continuously 
increasing population and strong economic growth, the increase of anthropogenic pollutants 
is evident. Several studies [e.g. 1,2,3,4] have shown, that in major cities in China the mean 
aerosol mass concentration is well above national and international standards. Large amounts 
of aerosol and precursor gases exported from these areas can have significant impacts on air 
quality and climate on both regional and global scales. In this study the trends and seasonal 
variation of the AOD is studied over China between 2003 and 2010. The analysis of the 
AATSR retrievals shows e.g. a seasonal variation in the AODs over the urban areas; whereas, 
over rural areas the AOD values are low throughout the year. During the winter the AODs are 
relatively low over the major part of the Eastern China. The highest AODs are observed 
during the summer. 
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A detailed image of the turbulent wind field above and within forest stands is essential not 
only for assessing storm damage risks but also for understanding exchange processes of 
energy and greenhouse gases. Advective fluxes and coherent structures interfere 
systematically with the vertical exchange of energy and mass [3, 4]. Intensive experiments to 
assess complete mass balances of several forest stands have revealed that measurements at 
discrete points unsatisfactorily represent the heterogeneity of energy and mass exchanges [1], 
and complementary flow modelling is needed. However, applications of flow models to tall 
plant canopies are limited, amongst other factors, by the lack of detailed information on 
vegetation structure. Within this contribution we present a method to record 3D vegetation 
structure and to use this information to derive turbulence parameters that are suitable for flow 
models. 
The relationship between wind speed, drag coefficient (CD) and plant area distribution (PAD) 
was experimentally investigated in a mixed conifer forest in the lower part of the Eastern Ore 
Mountains. Essential information was gathered by collecting multi-level high-frequency wind 
velocity measurements and a dense 3D representation of the forest was obtained from 
terrestrial laser scanner data.  
Terrestrial laser scanning, as a 3D measurement technique [5], is an efficient tool to obtain 
vegetation models with high spatial resolution. The accuracy of the derived vegetation models 
depends on the number and distribution of the laser scanner positions. Simple scanning from 
the ground of the forest leads to an underestimation of the PAD caused by the occlusion of the 
laser beams. If no scanning from above the canopy (i.e., from towers) is possible, airborne 
laser scanning could likely be applied to supplement terrestrial scanning. The application of 
the Beer–Lambert–Bouguer law is not sufficient in dense forest canopies with beam 
extinctions over 50 %. A method was suggested that produced more robust results in a 
numerical test performed on an artificial stand. 
Using the derived PAD distribution and multi-level high-frequency wind velocity 
measurements, the momentum absorption of the forest stand was investigated.  
Two different experiments were carried out in 2007 and 2008. Despite the different periods in 
time and slight changes in sensor positions, the calculated local drag areas reveal conforming 
patterns and affirm repeatability. Analysing the behaviour of the CD at different positions and 
under different wind conditions, a dependency of CD on the wind speed and on the PAD could 
be observed. The wind speed dependence or streamlining was not observed for all wind 
directions. Thus, an edge effect, i.e. the importance of the neglected terms of the momentum 
equation, must be considered [2]. 
Contrary to the assumption of a shelter effect, the calculated profiles of drag coefficients 
revealed an increasing trend of CD with PAD. The strength of this dependence changes with 
wind direction, but shows the same pattern for directions with a fetch of 4 times the canopy 
height (h) as for those with a fetch of more than 10 h. Thus, the observed dependence on PAD 
could most likely be attributed to specific plant structures. Consequently, height-averaged 



drag coefficients also show a strong dependence on wind direction. Values for the vegetation 
around tower main tower (see Fig. 1 at x = 0) range from 0.1 to 0.4. 
The high spatial variability of the derived CD could also have been caused by the terms of the 
momentum equation that were disregarded, most importantly the pressure term and the 
vertical advection term. Iterative investigations combining both measurements and models 
will probably explain more of the uncertainty in the results. The application of high-resolution 
PAD information to interpret in-canopy wind measurements is promising and forms a basis 
for the parameterisation of vegetation models. 
The derived vegetation model was used in a Boundary Layer Model (BLM) and a Large Eddy 
Simulation (LES). Fig. 1 shows a transect through the experimental domain at the positions of 
the towers in main wind direction. Comparison of vertical profiles in Fig. 1 show general 
similarity but deviations are still connected with heterogeneities of surface properties. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Profile lines show the wind speed and turbulent kinetic energy normalized with the 
wind speed at the Main Tower (x = 0) at height 42 m. The measurements (dots with whiskers 
for standard deviation) are compared to results from a boundary layer model (straight lines) 
and a large eddy simulation (dashed lines). Local drag area per unit volume J=CD×PAD 
around a forest clearing is placed underneath as background texture. Darker colours indicate 
denser vegetation. 
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There is a great amount of interest in applying our growing knowledge of plant functional traits to
improve our understanding of ecosystem functioning at the regional to global scale. One approach, proposed
by Grime (1998), is the ‘mass-ratio’ hypothesis which postulates that the immediate effects of the functional
traits of a species are closely proportional to the relative contribution of that species to the total biomass of
the community. Garnier et al. (2004) and Vile et al. (2006) were motivated by the mass-ratio hypothesis to
calculate community-aggregated traits (t̄ =

∑
pi ti), where pi is the relative abundance of species i, ti is a

trait of species i, and the summation is over all species in a community. They then went on demonstrate some
support at the field-scale for the hypothesis that an ecosystem process Y may be assumed to be a function of
those community-aggregated traits, Y = f(t̄).

In this study, we use the Jena Diversity model (JeDi) to quantify the differences between predicting
ecosystem functioning from community-aggregated traits, Y = f(

∑
piti), and calculating community-

aggregated ecosystem functioning directly, Y =
∑

pif(ti).
JeDi is a novel dynamic global vegetation model which simulates the performance of large number of

randomly-generated plant growth strategies. Each plant growth strategy i is defined by a vector of 16 trait
parameters, Ti = 〈t1 . . . t16〉, which characterize its functioning in terms of carbon allocation, ecophysiology,
and phenology. The structure of the resulting plants in turn affects the parameters of a land-surface model
which determine the environmental growing conditions. JeDi is constructed such that each of trait parameters
is involved in one or more ecophysiological trade-offs, which determine whether a growth strategy is able
to survive and reproduce under the climatic conditions in a given grid cell. This approach been used to
successfully reproduce the global patterns of functional diversity (Kleidon and Mooney 2000, Reu et al.
2010), relative abundance distributions and ecosystem evenness (Kleidon et al. 2009), biomes (Reu et al.
2010), and terrestrial biogeochemistry (Pavlick et al. in prep).

In its standard configuration, JeDi diagnostically calculates community-aggregated ecosystem proper-
ties and fluxes at each grid cell following the mass-ratio hypothesis (Grime 1998). As an example the
community-aggregated GPP flux ¯GPP for a given grid cell would be equal to the mean GPP value of all
the plant growth strategies in that grid cell weighted by their respective mass-based relative abundances. We
hypothesize that the ecosystem properties and fluxes calculated in this way will differ from those calculated
using only community-aggregated trait information.

To do this, we first run a control run of the JeDi model to steady state with a large number of randomly-
generated plant growth strategies. We then calculate the community-aggregated trait vectors (T̄j) for each
grid cell j, defined as T̄j =

∑n
i=1 pij Ti, where Ti is the trait vector defining plant growth strategy i, pij is the

relative abundance of growth strategy i in grid cell j, and the summation is over all growth strategies in grid
cell j. With the total living biomass bij of a given growth strategy i at grid cell j, its relative abundance is
calculated as pij = bij∑n

k=1
bkj

where the summation is over all surviving growth strategies k found in grid cell
j.

We use statistical tests to quantify which traits are most constrained under different climates, that is
by how much do the trait distributions of the surviving plant growth strategies differ from the a priori
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distributions. As an example, the trait controlling the phenological response to cold temperatures is basically
unconstrained in the tropics, while it is is highly constrained in the boreal and arctic regions.

We then rerun the JeDi model to steady state with only one plant growth strategy per grid cell defined
by the community-aggregated trait vector T̄j calculated from the control run. We then compare the resulting
biogeochemical and biogeographical patterns from both the control run and the community-aggregated run
with a variety of observational datasets and report the results.
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Microorganisms are ubiquitous and diverse in the atmosphere [1], and the air has long been 
recognized as an important dispersal conduit for microbial life. Recent studies have 
underscored the important role that airborne microbes play in atmospheric processes, by 
affecting climate (e.g. as ice nucleators [2]) and atmospheric chemistry (e.g. through 
biological transformations of atmospheric compounds [3]). Despite the importance of 
airborne microbes, we do not know the extent of microbial biodiversity in the atmosphere or 
what proportion of this biodiversity is metabolically active, and we understand very little 
about how microbial biodiversity affects the functioning of the atmosphere. Here, we bridge 
this knowledge gap by applying RNA-based analyses to atmospheric bacterial communities. 
RNA-based approaches can be used to differentiate the metabolically active portion of a 
sampled community from the total community, which includes dormant, dead, or otherwise 
inactive cells (e.g. [4]). Total DNA and RNA were extracted from air samples collected over 
six-hour intervals. Total community diversity based on 16S rDNA was compared to active 
community diversity based on 16S rRNA.  
 Significant differences were observed between RNA-based and DNA-based 
community composition, indicating that a significant portion of atmospheric microbial 
communities were metabolically active. Cyanobacteria were numerically dominant in RNA-
based communities and nearly absent in DNA-based communities. Firmicutes, many of 
which produce endospores, were more abundant in DNA-based communities. These results 
suggest that active airborne communities may be a specialized subset of the total community 
better adapted for life in the atmosphere and that the total community is at least partially 
dominated by dormant cells. 
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Fig 1. Relative abundances of major bacterial clades present in air samples based on 16S rDNA 
and 16S rRNA sequences. 
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